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Abstract 
Case suffixes may undergo processes of acquisition and loss over the years for various reasons, as do 

other morphemes and lexical items.  The directive case, present in Old and Middle Turkic as –
rA/rU/ArU/GArU/KArU/KArI, with the exception of three Siberian Turkic languages, no longer exists in modern 
Turkic languages.  This article examines the factors contributing to the loss of the directive case.  First, its 
syntactic and semantic functions were not altogether dissimilar from those of the dative case; semantic/syntactic 
overlap or affinity has been identified as one of the main reasons that cases are lost.  Secondly, conditions were 
ideal for phonetic erosion to act on personal and demonstrative pronouns, as most pronominal forms of the 
dative and directive cases were identical except for the final sounds/syllables of the directive forms.  The initial 
limited productivity of the directive also likely played a role in its demise.  Apart from personal and 
demonstrative pronouns and occasionally proper nouns, it was generally affixed only to nouns indicating a 
location or time, and was thus conducive to fossilization, resulting in a number of adverbs of place and time in 
modern Turkic languages.   
          Keywords:  Directive case, phonetic erosion, functional overlap, productivity, lexicalization. 

 

Öz 

Durum ekleri diğer biçimbirim ve sözcükler gibi, çeşitli nedenlerle yıllar boyunca ya edinilir ya da 
kullanımdan düşerler.  Türk dillerine gelince, eski ve orta Türk dillerinde bulunan –
rA/rU/ArU/GArU/KArU/KArI şeklindeki yön gösterme durumu ise üç Sibiryalı Türk dili hariç artık bugünkü 
Türk dillerinde bulunmamaktadır.  Bu çalışmada hem bu yön gösterme durumu ekinin Eski ve Orta Türk 
dillerinde nasıl ve ne ölçüde kullanıldığı hem de günümüz Türkçesinde bunun karşılığı olan anlamın nasıl ifade 
edildiği irdelenecektir.   Bu durumun kaybolmasına katkıda bulunan ana faktörler üzerinde durulacaktır.  İlk 
olarak, yönelme durumundan anlamsal olarak tamamen farklı olarak işlev görmemektedir; 
anlamsal/sözdizimselbenzeşme veya yakınlık, durumların kaybolmasının ana nedenlerinden biri olarak tespit 
edilmiştir. İkinci faktör ise ses düşmesidir.  Çoğu şahıs ve işaret zamirinin yönelme ve yön gösterme şekilleri son 
sesve/veya heceleri haricinde aynıdır.  Son olarak, bu durum ekinin takıldığı isimlerin çok sınırlı sayıda 
olmasıpek işlek olmayan bir durum eki anlamına gel.  Kişisel zamirlerin ve nadiren özel isimler haricinde, bu 
durum ekinin içinde bulunduğu isimler genelde iç/dış, üst, ve kuzey/güney/doğu/batı gibi bir yön/yer veya 
zaman belirten isimlerdir ve dolayısıyla kalıplaşmasına yatkındı. Böylecebugünkü Türk dillerinde bulunan bazı 
yer ve zaman zarfları ortaya çıkmıştır. 

Anahtar kelimeleri:  Yön gösterme durumu, ses düşmesi, üretkenlik, kalıplaşma. 

Introduction 

This paper will examine the reasons for the loss of the directive case, which indicatesaction or 
motion in the direction of the inflected noun, in Turkic languages.  Although Kulikov (2006: 40; 2009: 
455) classifies Turkic languages as “case-stable”, in fact all Turkic languages have actually lost the 
directive case (with the exception of three South Siberian languages; Schönig, 1998: 408).1  We will 
first review the primary mechanisms resulting in loss of case, and then examine under what conditions 
the directive case was used in historical Turkic languages to explain how and why these factors 
eventually led to the demise of the directive as a productive case. 

 

 

                                                           
1 All statements in this paper referring to the loss of the directive as a productive case in Turkic should be 
understood to concern its disappearance in all Turkic languages except for the South Siberian languages Khakas, 
Tuvan, and Tofa. 



Loss of Case 

 The main factors causing loss of case or case syncretism are phonetic erosion, overlapping of 
syntactic/semantic functions, and analogical developments (Barðdal and Kulikov, 2009: 470; Kulikov, 
2006: 33).  The first of these mechanisms involves phonological reduction, such that the resulting case 
ending is identical or virtually identical to that of another case, thus eliminating any discernable 
difference.  As we will see below, in some reflexes of the directive case suffix, the first two sounds 
(consonant and vowel) strongly resemble or are identical to the dative case ending, so that erosion of 
the final sound(s) of the directive suffix produces an ending identical to the dative. The second 
situation occurs when the syntactic and semantic functions of two (or more) cases are synonymous 
enough as to render one of them basically unnecessary to perform the intended function.  The directive 
in Turkic could be considered a redundant case, as the dative was able to carry out essentially 
synonymous syntactic/semantic functions.  As Barðdal and Kulikov (2009: 476) noted, “It is a well-
known fact that languages have a tendency to abate synonymous grammatical forms over time”.2  
Regarding the third factor, analogical developments which lead to paradigmatic levelling, these 
processes are generally involved in the total collapse of the case system (Barðdal and Kulikov, 2009: 
475), and thus are not relevant for our discussion.  Typically the above-mentioned mechanisms work 
in tandem to produce conditions conducive to the merging or loss of cases (Barðdal and Kulikov, 
2009: 470; Kulikov, 2006: 33).   

 There is yet another factor that can influence the viability of a case, namely, its productivity.  
The very name of the directive case itself is suggestive of limited productivity; as will be seen below, 
it is only used to indicate action to/towards some goal, usually a place or time, but also occasionally a 
person or persons.  As Barðdal and Kulikov (2009: 476) observed, “productive case and argument 
structure constructions attract new verbs and verbs from non-productive constructions, thereby 
gradually causing non-productive constructions to fall into disuse”.  The result is that the least 
productive cases (productivity here refers to type frequency rather than token frequency3) are the first 
to disappear (ibid.).  However, we know from modern Turkish that many words containing the various 
forms of the directive suffix have not disappeared from the lexicon; rather, they have become 
fossilized (also know as “lexicalized”; Bauer, 2004: 45). In modern Turkish, these include içeri, 
dışarı, yukarı, üzeri/üzere, ileri, beri, geri, sonra, taşra, and bura-, şura-, ora-, nere-, etc.  According 
to Bauer (2004: 147), “words belonging to non-productive patterns must, by definition, be lexicalised.’   

 In the following sections the extent and uses of the directive case in historical Turkic 
languages will be examined as they relate to the aforementioned mechanisms involved in the merging 
or loss of cases.  First, data demonstrating the synonymity of the syntactic/semantic roles of the dative 
and directive cases will be analyzed, in order to demonstrate how their functions overlapped, a 
situation which essentially rendered the directive case redundant from a functional standpoint.  As we 
will see from one set of examples involving the expression of opposition, a role fulfilled by both the 
dative and directive cases in Old Uyghur, the more productive dative case later becomes the sole 
performer of this function, undergoing a change in its argument structure which patterned after the 
latterin its incorporation of the use of a postposition. Next, the reflexes of the directive and dative 
endings will be presented, and their conduciveness to the process of phonetic erosion of the former, 
especially given the semantic/syntactic affinities of the two cases, will be discussed.  Finally, we will 
examine some early examples of fossilized forms as evidenced by the semantic aspects of their usage.   

 

 

                                                           
2It is worth noting that in the hierarchy of cases, shown below, the dative precedes a case such as the directive 
(which here would be subsumed under the category “others”):   

nom    acc/erg    gen    datlocabl/inst    others    (Blake, 2004: 156) 
3 The type or lexical frequency of a morpheme in a given language involves the number of items that include the 
morpheme, whereas the token or text frequency refers to the number of times a given item is found in a 
particular text (Bauer, 2004: 47). 



Overlapping of Syntactic/Semantic Function with the Dative Case 

The first of the aforementioned mechanisms to be discussed that may result in loss of case 
concerns functional overlapping, wherein two (or more) cases fulfill essentially synonymous 
syntactic/semantic functions.  In this section we will examine instances where the dative and directive 
cases perform identical or nearly identical functions.  In Orkhon Turkic, Tekin (2003: 123) classifies 
aŋar, which has a directive suffix in –r, as the dative form of the third person singular pronoun, based 
on its function as the indirect object (or argument goal) in the below two examples from the Orkhon 
inscriptions (inflected nouns are in bold):4 

aŋar körü biliŋ ‘Ona bakın ve öğrenin!’ ‘Look at it and learn’ 

aŋar adınç(ç)ıg bark yarat(t)urtum (= aŋar adınç(ç)ıg bark yaratı(d)ım) ‘Ona olağanüstü anıt-mezar 
yaptırdım’ ‘I had a spectacular shrine made for him’  

The above provide clear evidence of the directive form carrying out the function traditionally 
performed by the dative case, i.e., that of marking the indirect object or argument goal, which explains 
why they are categorized by Tekin as dative rather than directive forms.  Examples given below will 
provide further evidence of the functional overlap between the dative and directive cases. 

Old Uyghur Turkic provides two examples of verbs which can govern both the dative and 
directive cases, tapın- ‘to worship’ and kir- (‘to enter’), illustrating the synactic/semantic overlapping 
of the two cases, with no difference in meaning.  One of the verbs, tapın-, is clearly abstract, while the 
other, kir-, is a verb of motion that explicitly refers to actual physical movement, involving a change in 
location of the subject.  However, in the below examples there is no semantic distinction between the 
dative and the directive cases; both are used to represent the argument goal (indirect object) with the 
verb kir- and the object of worship in the case of tapın-. 

The dative case:  

arıġḳa kirip… ‘ormana girip…’ ‘having entered the forest…’ (Eraslan, 2012: 145)  

Iġlayu balıkka kirdi. ‘Ağlayarak şehre girdi.’ ‘(He) entered the city crying.’ (Eraslan, 2012: 145) 

yekke tapınt(ı)m(ı)z erser… ‘şeytana tapındık ise…’ ‘if we worshipped satan…’ (Eraslan, 2012: 143) 

The directive case: 

K(e)ntü toyıŋaru kirep… ‘Kendi şehrine girip…’ ‘Having entered his (own) city…’ (Eraslan, 2012: 
158) 

Ḳam(a)ġ bodun aŋar tapınur…  ‘Bütün halk ona tapar…’ ‘All the people worship him…’ (Eraslan, 
2012: 254) 

One of the many functions of the dative in Old Uyghur Turkic was to express opposition 
(Eraslan, 2012: 144; see pages 141-145 for a thorough overview of the myriad uses of the dative case). 
The directive followed by the postposition utru also fulfills this semantic function. 

The dative case: 

Yomḳuḳa eşkek südi birzünler… ‘Çıban şişkinliğine karşı eşek sütü versinler…’ ‘Have them give 
donkey’s milk to counter the swelling’ (Eraslan, 2012: 144)   

The directive case: 

aŋar utru Kuanşi im pusar atın ursar… ‘onlara karşı Kuanşi im pusar adını tutsa…’ ‘if (he) takes for 
them the title of Kuanshi im pusar…’ (Eraslan, 2012: 157, 254)  

 Later, in Khwarezmian Turkic, the dative followed by the postposition karşu, a synonym of 
utru, was used instead of the directive followed by utru to express opposition, in an argument structure 
still in use today in modern Turkish, as noun+dative ending followed by the postposition karşı 
‘against’. 

                                                           
4 All English translations are those of the author of this paper except where noted. 



düşmanka karşu barsunlar ‘let them go face (against) the enemy’ (Hacıeminoğlu, 1997: 62)   

This is thus a clear example of the dative case eventually subsuming what had previously also been a 
function of the directive case.  

In Karakhanid Turkic, we also find examples of two verbs, tap-/tapın- (‘to worship’) and bir-
/ber- (‘to give’) which can govern both the dative and the directive cases.  Nouns in both the dative 
and directive cases are the indirect objects in the sentences containing the verb bir-/ber-.  However, it 
should be noted that in the example with the dative case below, there is no actual physical movement, 
only speaking, as what is being given (the direct object) is an answer, while the example using the 
directive case implies a change in location, as an actual concrete object (in this case, poison) is being 
transferred from one person to another.  Hence, although bir-/ber- can govern both cases, this does not 
qualify as functional overlap to the same extent as with the verb tapın-, as there appears to be a 
semantic if not syntactic distinction between its uses with the dative and directive cases, at least in 
these examples.  

The dative case: 

Täŋrikä tapın- ‘Tanrı’ya ibadet etmek’ ‘to worship God’ (Mansuroğlu, 1988b: 152) 

yanut birdi odgurmış bege ‘Odgurmış answered (gave an answer to) the beg’ (Hacıeminoğlu, 2013: 
30)   

The directive case: 

Täŋrigärü tapġın ötä- ‘Tanrı’ya tapınma görevini yerine getirmek’; ‘to fulfill the duty of worshipping 
God’ (Hacıeminoğlu, 2013: 31; Mansuroğlu, 1988b: 154) 

beg angar ot berdi ‘the beg gave him poison’ (English translation by Clauson (1972: 35);  
Hacıeminoğlu, 2013: 38)   

The above examples clearly illustrate syntactic/semantic overlap between the functions of the 
dative and directive cases, one of the main factors leading to case syncretism or loss. Although the 
directive case can and does fulfill the function of marking the indirect object, its use to this end is 
entirely redundant, as the dative already performs the same function.  Thus we have evidence that one 
of the primary mechanisms involved in the loss or merging of cases, the existence of essentially 
synonymous syntactic/semantic functions, was already in evidence in the Old Uyghur period, over a 
thousand years ago. 

 

Phonological Erosion 

 One of the most salient features of the directive caseis surely the resemblance of the first part 
of (most) of its disyllabic reflexes to the dative case ending. This particular feature takes on special 
importance in the case of personal and demonstrative pronouns.  Because the oblique stems of most 
personal and demonstrative pronouns end in /n/,5 the affixation of the dative and directive endings 
result in the velar nasal ŋ. This essentially creates a situation in which the loss of the final sound or 
syllable of (most) directive forms due to phonological reduction results in forms identical to those of 
pronouns affixed with the dative ending.  While it is impossible to claim with any certainty that 
phonological reduction was responsible for the disappearance of the pronominal forms of the directive, 
as opposed to their simply falling into disuse as a result of the directive case eventually becoming 
unproductive, what is important to note is that conditions were more than favorable for phonetic 
erosion.   

 

 

                                                           
5The first person singular, second person singular, third person singular/distal demonstrative, and proximal demonstrative all 
have oblique stems ending in /n/. 



Table 1.  Forms of the personal pronouns in the dative and directive cases 

 Orkhon 
Turkic6 

Old 
Uyghur7 

Karakhanid8 Khwarez-
mian9 

Kipchak10 Old Ana-
tolian11 

1st person singular 

Dative baŋa, maŋa maŋa maŋa maŋa maŋa baŋa 

Directive baŋaru - maŋar, maŋaru - - - 

2ndpersonsingular 

Dative saŋa saŋa saŋa saŋa, saŋar12 saŋa saŋa 

Directive - - saŋar saŋar - - 

3rd person singular / distal demonstrative 

Dative aŋar13 aŋa aŋa aŋa, aŋar10 aŋa aŋa14 

Directive aŋaru aŋar, aŋaru aŋar aŋar aŋar, agar aŋar15 

Proximal demonstrative 

Dative - muŋa muŋa muŋa, muŋar muŋa muŋa 

Directive - muŋar muŋar muŋar10 muŋar, munar - 

 

The phonetic features of the directive forms of the personal and demonstrative pronouns 
render them especially susceptible to phonological reduction.  First of all, elision of word-final vowels 
occurs frequently in rapid speech (Blevins, 2005: 518). This point is applicable to the directive forms 
ending in –ru, which, if they were to undergo the aforementioned elision, would then result in forms 
ending in –r.  With respect to pronouns in the directive case ending in –r, it is relevant to our 
discussion to note that word-final consonants are more susceptible to lenition (and thus reduction) 
compared with consonants in other positions (Bybee, 2015: 34).  The result of this second stage of 
phonological erosion would be forms identical to the dative forms of the pronouns, e.g. aŋa, etc.  
Based on the evidence, if phonological reduction did in fact take place, very possibly it occurred in 
two stages, such that the word-final vowel u was initially elided, resulting in a form ending in –r, 

                                                           
6Tekin, 2003: 119-121.  

7Eraslan, 2012: 246, 254. 

8Hacıeminoğlu, 2013: 34-38. 

9ArgunşahandSağolYüksekkaya, 2013: 195; Hacıeminoğlu, 1997: 84-5, 90.  

10ArgunşahandSağolYüksekkaya, 2013: 335. 

11Şahin, 2015: 57. 

12Hacıeminoğlu(1997: 85, 90) does not recognize a directivecase in Khwarezmian, classifyingaŋarandmuŋar as 
alternateforms of thedative; ArgunşahandSağolYüksekkaya(2013: 195) considersaŋarandaŋardirectiveforms. 

13 In the Orkhon inscriptions, aŋar functions as the indirect object, with the verbs kör- ‘to see’ and yaratıt- ‘to have 
(something) made’, as mentioned above (Tekin, 2003: 123). 

14 Gülsevin, 2011: 39. 
15Mansuroğlu (1988a: 261) considersthisto be an archaism.  This form wasalsoretained in Chaghatay (Argunşah, 2013: 126). 



before the r too was lost.16  Finally, it should be noted that at no point did either of these phonetic 
reductions lead to an ambiguous or otherwise unintelligible form, given that the result of the initial 
erosion (of u) was also a reflex of either the directive or the dative, and that of the second erosion (of 
r) yielded the dative form, with which the directive functionally overlapped.  The predictability of a 
word, or its ability to be independently recovered by the listener, is positively correlated with 
phonological reduction (Blevins, 2005: 517, 519).  In the case of the directive forms of the personal 
and demonstrative pronouns, the very fact that they are identical to the dative forms up until the final 
sound, whether –ru or –r, renders them semantically transparent to the listener, who perceives the 
nearly synonymous dative form, thus facilitating the eventual erosion of the word-final –u and -r. 

 

Productivity and Fossilization 

While the disappearance of the directive forms of the personal and demonstrative pronouns 
could be attributed to phonological reduction, facilitated not only by the phonetic resemblances 
discussed above but also by functional overlap of the dative and directive cases (see above), and the 
dative case took over functions previously also performed by the directive, what became of the most 
frequent nouns, those indicating direction or time, which took directive case endings?  Although the 
directive case ceased to be productive long ago,17many words containing directive case suffixes did 
not simply disappear from the lexicon, instead becoming fossilized.18  As stated above, words 
containing non-productive forms become lexicalized (Bauer, 2004: 147).  Having lost their 
grammatical meaning of movement toward a certain person or place, such words now function mainly 
as indicators of place or adverbs of time.  We now turn our attention to a brief examination of some of 
the earliest instances of the fossilization of directive forms. 

Mansuroğlu (1988b: 154) observed that berü (modern Turkish beri) and kerü (modern Turkish 
geri) were already fossilized in Karakhanid Turkic.  Indeed, Erdal (2004: 371) does not even accept 
the existence of a productive directive suffix in Karakhanid, stating that the form täŋrigärü used in 
DivanüLügati't-Türk should be considered an archaism.  There is even earlier evidence of the directive 
case ending’s loss of its grammatical function, demonstrating movement to or towards some goal, 
dating back to the Orkhon inscriptions.  In the below example, içreandtaşra, nouns with the directive 
ending –rA, refer to parts of the human body,19 the inside (in this case, stomach) and outside 
(translated into modern Turkish as sırt ‘back’), respectively.  As the verb in the below example does 
not indicate motion towards either the inside or outside of the body (in other words, içre and taşra are 
not indirect objects or the argument goal), their usage here suggests lexicalization. 

İçreaşsız, taşratonsuzyabızyablakbodunta [üze olurtum]. ‘Karnıaç, sırtıçıplakyoksul (ve) sefil (bir) 
halküzerinehükümdaroldum.’ ‘I became ruler over a poor and destitute people with no food in their 
stomachs and no clothes on their backs.’ (Tekin, 2003: 68-69) 

Further evidence of the fossilization of içre is provided by the below example, also from the 
Orkhoninscriptions: 

ApaTarkangaru içre sabıdmış.  

Tekin (2003: 91) translatestheabovesentenceinto modern Turkishthus:  ‘Apa Tarkan’a gizli 
mesaj göndermiş.’ ‘(He) sent a secretmessagetoApa Tarkan.’  

                                                           
16 As the tables show, forms ending in both –ru and –r co-existed in Orkhon, Old Uyghur, and Karakhanid Turkic. 
17 “The directive no longer exists in Qarakhanid.” (Erdal, 2004: 371). 

18 As noted above, in modern Turkish these forms include içeri, dışarı, yukarı, üzeri/üzere, iler(i), beri, geri, sonra, taşra, 
and bura-, şura-, ora-, nere-, etc.   

19According to Erdal (2004: 179), the “partitive-locative”, one of the two functions of –rAin Old Turkic, was used solely with 
inalienable parts of the body, e.g., töpörä (‘on the head’).  This usage also survived in Old Anatolian Turkic, although 
retaining an aspect of directionality, as marking the argument goal, e.g., göksirä(‘göğsüne’) andyüzirä, gözirä, boġazıra ve 
ḳarnıradürtärdi (‘he poked at its/his face, eyes, throat, andstomach’; Mansuroğlu, 1988: 260). 



InClauson’s(1972: 30) English translation of thesamesentence, içre is translated as an adverb of 
mannerratherthan an adjective, althoughthemeaning of thesentence as a 
wholeremainsessentiallythesame:  ‘He sentwordsecretlytoApaTarxan.’  

In the above example, içre takes on a moreabstractmeaning, in contrasttothepreviousexample 
in which it referenced a concretephysicalobject, i.e., thestomach; here, it is usedtomean‘hidden, 
secret’.20Although place is referred to in the abstract (‘inside’, therefore hidden/secret), in no way is 
içrethegoalorindirectobject in thissentence; rather,it functions either as an adjective (as per Tekin) or 
an adverb of manner (as per Clauson).  Either usage can be interpreted as further evidence of the 
lexicalization of içre. 

In Old Uyghur Turkic,the wordiçgerülük (‘saraya ait’, ‘ofthepalace’;Eraslan, 2012: 
158)providesunambiguousevidence of thefossilization of içgerü.  While Eraslan (2012, 158) 
notesthat–GarU, etc.canprecedesomederivationalaffixes, he providesnootherexamples of this, and -lUk 
is a derivationalsuffixthatnormallyattachesonlytonounsoradjectives.  Thisfactsuggeststhatiçgerühad 
beenfullylexicalizedbytheOldUyghurperiod. 

Conclusion 

The loss of the directive as a productive case in Turkic can be attributed to several factors.  
Most notably, the directive case even in Orkhon Turkic was not especially productive and already 
exhibited evidence of fossilization in some words containing the suffix, a direct result of non-
productivity.  Its functional overlap with the dative case, which is higher on the hierarchy of cases and 
performed a wider array of functions, most certainly contributed to its eventual demise as a productive 
case.  Finally, phonetic erosion could have played a role in the loss of most of the pronominal forms of 
the directive case, considering the fact that the stems of the first person singular, second person 
singular, third person singular/distal demonstrative, and proximal demonstrative pronouns were 
identical with those of the dative case, and given the functional affinity of the two cases. 
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